
Combination warming 
drawer, slow cooker
VIKING RANGE introduces its warming drawer 

this is also a slow cooker for products that require 

a low temperature over longer periods of time. 

With temperature settings of 90 F to 250 F, the 

warming drawer/slow cooker has a 1.7-cu.-ft.  

drawer capacity with heavy-duty glides accommo-

dating a 200-lb. weight capacity. The 30-in.-wide 

warming drawer/slow cooker features a Sabbath 

mode, four-hour auto shutoff feature and an 

optional pan/lid accessory set. Available in a 

variety of styles, the warming drawer/slow cooker 

comes in seven color finishes.
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Modular shower system customizable 
for installer, consumer
GRAFF’S M-Series thermostatic module creates a customized shower 

experience with its ability to accommodate up to seven functions with four 

different handles. The concealed modular system includes a thermostatic 

module valve, two diverter valves and a stop/volume valve, and provides 

the installer the option to arrange diverters and stop/volume valves in dif-

ferent combinations to fit a range of applications. Its minimalistic aesthetic 

is reinforced with round or square trim plates as well as longer combined 

plates. Three finishes are available.
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Customizable glass type, sizes 
for shower door
The GS2 Soft-Close from COASTAL SHOWER DOORS features fixed 

panels that are installable in surface- and flush-mounted applications and 

does not require a bottom track or wall jamb at the strike of the door. Part 

of the Gridscape collection, the panes that make up the true-divided light 

enclosure can be customized by size and glass type. Along with its soft-close 

functionality, the shower door series includes polished chrome and black 

anodized aluminum finishes and a multidimensional 48-in. L-shaped handle.  
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Whirlpool, air massage 
system available in  
13 models
Enhancing its Swirl-way Luxury Series, 

MANSFIELD PLUMBING combines 

whirlpool jets and an air massage bath into one 

system with its Swirl-way Combination Whirlpool 

and Air Massage Bath System. Available in 13 

models, the bath system includes an in-line 

heater, fully adjustable jets, chromatherapy 

light system, multifunction electronic keypad 

and Hydro-V backjet system. The inclusion of an 

ozonator as a standard feature means a bacte-

ria-killing ozone is automatically emitted into the 

whirlpool piping system twice every 24 hours. 
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Appliances, cabinet 
configuration tool
Reveal is a cabinet specification tool that 

generates cabinet specifications for  

SUB-ZERO and WOLF products, and it 

has been updated to enhance the user expe-

rience, improve functionality and include 

more products. The tool’s live updating specs 

ensure the current product information is 

readily available. To make the tool more 

intuitive to use, users can select products 

and fine-tune project details; arrange and 

rearrange products with the click and drag of 

a mouse; and repeat and save multiple con-

figurations for a complete kitchen design.
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Expanded color 
palette for surfacing
HANSTONE QUARTZ expands its 

Cascina Collection with six colors. Brava 

Marfil has a warm taupe background and rich 

brown marbling. Campina balances earth-

iness and soft marbled ivory layers. Savoy 

features dark veining and mellow, earthy 

undertones. Strato has white marbling with 

contrasting amber and gold veining. Empress 

offers a dusty neutral gray with cool under-

tones, while Nova Bisque provides a taupe 

gray hue with pearl marbling. Nonporous and 

resistant to heat, stains and scratches, these 

colors combine strength and beauty.
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